Abstract
Introduction
The term of Micro Credit refers to the provision of financial services to low-income clients. It involves credits and/or other financial products in small amounts to primarily economically vulnerable customers, often working in the informal sector, typically selfemployed and who usually lack the necessary assets to guarantee their loans. However, some microfinance intermediaries have achieved financial sustainability by using techniques more adapted to micro-entrepreneurs, charging cost-recovering interest 1 rates, creating new ways of taking guarantees, and thus obtaining high levels of repayment.
Microfinance is equally an economic development approach intended to benefit lowincome groups. Micro credits include usually small loans for working capital, informal appraisal of borrowers and investments, secure saving products, and insurance and payment service.
There are five main types of institutions directly involved in microfinance viz.
Governmental, Micro Finance Institutions, NGOs, Cooperative-type institutions and Informal lenders. Lending through group model is emphasized by these institutions, whereas the interest rate is charged heavily on the rural clients. The problem is due to cost of funds and additional cost involved in collection and recoveries.
It is high time that the financial institutions have to adopt area specific collection strategies by considering the risks involved and also optimum utilization of resources.
By reducing the transaction cost, the institutions can reduce the interest rate on their loan products, thereby achieving the double bottom line objective of social and economic development of rural households through micro finance services.
Collection Models

Direct Collection Model (DCM)
After loan disbursement, MFIs are collecting their loan installments either on a daily, weekly or monthly basis for a particular tenure. MFIs are using the existing manpower for the collection of Equated Installments (EIs). Under this system the Field Officer (FO) of the MFI goes to field and collect the EIs from the Group/member. The collection point may be the village point or can be the outreach centre. Moreover if the MFI use the existing man power for collections, it will not be cost effective and also unproductive for the MFI's business development. Under this model, the cost involved can be calculated as: The strength of Direct Collection Model is that the Field Officer will have direct contact with the group/members and there will be regularity in repayment. The loan customer will have Pavlov's syndrome such that she will be tuned that on a particular day and at particular time the Field Officer will come for collection. Hence the customer will make arrangements for repayment of her equated installment. If the FO observes any problem with the loan customer the Field Officer can immediately provide credit counseling and achieve on-time repayment.
The main problem is the risk factor involved in the transit of cash from field to Bank.
Also the financial discipline and commitment of the Field Officer is also a major risk. If the Field Officer involve in malpractices, then the Financial Institution will loose its credibility with their customers.
Direct Repayment Model (DRM)
In this model, the Group/Member can come to the Branch or MFI collection center for the remittance of their monthly Equated Installments. This model may not be a fair practice as most of the MFIs are taking the service charge during the disbursement inorder to cover the additional transaction cost. More over group/members locations may be far away from the MFI Branches. Hence the customer has to travel a long distance up and down that involves loss of time and resource for the customer. Further if a group/member comes to Branch for EI remittance, one full day will be wasted, and she will loose her livelihood. The Transaction Cost involved can be calculated as: Also there is a threat of transit risk involved and misappropriation of collected EI by the group leader also. Apart from this the MFI has to consider the unnecessary cost involved for the groups under this system. Further many MFIs are collecting service charges/ processing fees, additional expense from the group and hence this practice will not achieve the double bottom line of social and economic development of the rural poor in micro finance services.
Banking Model (BM)
Under the 
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Collection Account Model (CAM)
In the Banking Model there is every possibility for time delay in the collection process and also element of cheque bounce is also possible due to signature difference, insufficient funds in the group account, late payments, etc. This will be a hindering factor for upcoming MFIs for doing fresh disbursements and also to repay to the donors as there will be a mis-match in fund flow. In some cases banks are very reluctant to give 
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Where Tc = Total Transaction Cost for Collection per Group Td = Total demand for the month Oc = Opportunity cost of capital Ti = Average time taken for collection from the date of payment by the Group to the bank by the MFI Cb = Cost of fund Transfer to the main account (bank charges) Ci = Incentive pay out to the business link Nc = Number cheques presented to the bank for collection
The problems in this model are: 
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Where, Tc = Total Transaction cost for collection per Group Td = Total demand for the month Oc = Opportunity cost of capital Ti = Average time taken for collection from the date of payment by the Group to the bank by the MFI Cb = Cost of fund transfer to the main account (bank charges) Co = Other charges (if any) Ci = Incentive pay out to the Federation Nc = Number cheques presented to the bank for collection
Under this method of involving Federations as collection intermediary seems to be a better option because of the following reasons.
• Low cost involved in the collection system • MFI can retain the cheque system • Risk factors can be avoided
• Getting cheques for the federation is not at all a problem as it is a registered body • As many of the NGOs/MFIs are thinking means and ways to strengthen their federations, introduction of this system will strengthen the NGO and Federation involvement in loan management and monitoring which will be a productive approach in MFI's business expansion
• Convenience for the group to repay their equated installments • In this system the field officers will get upgraded from the collection work to the supervisory work Before considering the Federation Model which is more area specific, the Federation should fulfill the following criteria.
• 
Smart Cards Model (SCM)
Information Technology can be used in collection mechanisms. Smart Cards can be provided to each customer and they can use the same for paying their equated
Installments. Using this technology, the loan officers can attend three to five village-level meetings a day instead of two, allowing them to increase their client access.
Computerization of transactions can also help to minimize errors, provide management with more up-to-date information, and enhanced transparency. 
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Where The main problem is the risk factor involved in the transit of cash from field to Bank.
Post Office Model (POM)
Post offices could be used to offer cash handling services and money transfer services to 
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Conclusion:
For a MFI, transaction cost is one of the crucial factor/bottleneck to increase the profits and to have a long-term sustainability. It is high time that MFIs have to investigate, interrogate and initiate area specific collection approaches by considering the cost and developing the MFI business outreach. By reducing the transaction cost, the institutions can reduce the interest rate on their loan products, thereby achieving the double bottom line objective of social and economic development of rural households through micro finance services.
